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LINEA WASHPLANE®   
Clean lines + Corian = Linea 
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The Omvivo Washplane® is the definitive luxury bathroom fixture.  The latest 
addition, the Linea Washplane® in Corian® adds another dimension to the 
collection.    
 
Evading the sharp, heavy structure of many existing bathroom designs, the 
unique Linea Washplane® opts for a softer more refined approach which 
provides design flexibility without compromising style.  The clean lines and 
gentle form have a contemporary feel while maintaining an elegant aesthetic, 
appealing to both designers and the discerning retail market. 
 
The unique Washplane® is ideal for residential and commercial bathrooms and 
is a particularly popular addition to feature bathrooms such as Powder rooms 
and Ensuites.   
  
Slim, elegant and sculptural, the iconic Washplane® was designed to be used 
with the 5* WELS rated Omvivo Ulisse outlet.  When partnered with a water 
saving spout such as the Ulisse outlet, the Washplane® uses much less water 
than a conventional basin, and offers a continuous flow of clean water rather 
than the traditional bowl of soiled water. 
 
The Omvivo Washplane® has been selected for exclusive projects such as The 
Sydney Opera House, Bedarra Island Resort, Burswood Casino and Eureka 
Tower, along with numerous prestige private residences including penthouses in 
Vue Grande, Royal Domain Tower and Balencea.   
 
Collection: Linea Washplane available in single, double and triple lengths. 
Custom sizes also available. 
 
Linea materials: Corian® is the original solid surface material, offering a smooth 
and consistent finish partnered with extreme durability.  Corian® is a popular 
material choice for both residential and commercial areas, it is non porous, 
repairable and basically maintenance free.  
 
Finish: Cameo white and Glacier white are the standard Corian® finishes for the 
Linea Washplane.  Custom finishes can also be arranged. 
 
Manufacture: The Linea Washplane® is proudly made in Australia for Omvivo. 
 
For further information or high resolution images please contact Suzie Dyson on 
03 9339 8130 or via email, sdyson@omvivo.com.  
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